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Abstract
Abbreviations are present in almost every language and are part of our everyday life. We find and use them almost everywhere. 
In English, French, German, Italian and Spanish language there are several dictionaries of abbreviations available but in Slovene 
language the first comparable dictionary of abbreviation has just been compiled and will be published in 2015. This paper 
presents the compilation of the first Slovene contemporary dictionary of abbreviations, the type of entries, the structure of the 
entry and some related compilation problems.
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1. General overview
Abbreviations are present in almost every language and are part of our everyday life. We find and use them 
almost everywhere. Some abbreviations are formed on daily base; some remain in use while other disappear after 
some time. In English (De Sola 1986, Paxton 1983), French (Murith and Bocabeille 1992), German (Steinhauer 
2005), Italian (Righini 2001) and Spanish (Galende 1997, 2000) language there are several dictionaries of 
abbreviations available (for a review see Kompara 2012) but in Slovene language the first comparable dictionary of 
abbreviation has just been complied and will be published in 2015. 
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This paper describes the compilation of the first Slovene contemporary dictionary of abbreviations, the type of 
entries, the structure of the dictionary article and some related compilation problems. 
2. Slovene Dictionaries of Abbreviations
Until 2006, when the online dictionary of abbreviations 6ORYDUþHN NUDMãDY (Kompara 2006) was published, 
abbreviations were dealt with mainly by the Slovene orthographic dictionaries and the monolingual dictionaries of 
Slovene language. Dictionaries of abbreviations are frequent in foreign languages and some languages have more 
than one contemporary dictionary of abbreviations but in Slovene language the first dictionary of abbreviations 
Kratice, Mala izdaja äXSDQþLþZDVSXEOLVKHGLQ+HQFHWKHILUVWFRQWHPSRUDU\GLFWLRQDU\RIDEEUHYLDWLRQV
ZLOOEHSXEOLVKHGDOPRVW\HDUV ODWHUäXSDQþLþ¶VGLFWLRQDU\ LV UDWKHUXQNQRZQDQd can be accessed only at the 
National and University Library in Ljubljana. It covers abbreviations from the time of publication, including some 
IRUHLJQRQHVDQGDQH[WHQVLYHVXSSOHPHQWäXSDQþLþ'HVSLWH WKHIDFW WKDW LWZDVSXEOLVKHGD ORWEHIRUHWhe 
computer era, with limited sources and no Internet, it is still a good work, including not only abbreviations but also 
an extensive supplement with symbols, currencies, measurements and also currency exchange rates.   
After its publication two minor dictionaries of abbreviations were published, the first one is the dictionary of 
abbreviations 6ORYDUþHNNUDMãDY (Kompara 2006), compiled in 2006 and published as an online dictionary on the 
webpage of the Fran Ramovš Institute of Slovenian Language ZRC SAZU (http://bos.zrc-sazu.si/kratice.html). The 
dictionary of abbreviations 6ORYDUþHNNUDMãDY (Kompara 2006) covers 5,700 entries and is available in Slovene and 
English version. The search tool is supported by a software called NEVA and customized by prof. Primož Jakopin. 
Among the foreign entries we can also find French, Italian, German, English, Spanish, Slovak, Czech, and Russian 
abbreviations that are used in Slovene. Abbreviations have their expansions and language qualifiers, all foreign ones 
are provided with Slovene translation. In 2006 the online dictionary of abbreviations 6ORYDUþHNNUDMãDY(Kompara 
2006) had the largest amount of abbreviations in Slovene language. However, this is still half of the number of 
entries compared to other foreign languages, such as English, Italian, French, Spanish or German, where dictionaries 
of abbreviations cover over 10,000 entries. The two main disadvantages of the dictionary of abbreviations 6ORYDUþHN
krajšav (Kompara 2006) are the inappropriate structure of the dictionary article and the fact that it is just a non-
revised collection of abbreviations. Another limitation is that the reversed dictionary from expansion to abbreviation 
is missing. The reversed dictionary is common in some English dictionaries of abbreviations and could be a good 
supplement of any abbreviations’ dictionary for encoding abbreviations correctly. 
The second attempt was the publication of the automatically compiled dictionary of abbreviations Slovar krajšav
(Kompara 2011), published online on the web page Termania (http://www.termania.net/) - an online freely available 
dictionary portal for dictionary compilation (Termania 2010-2013). The dictionary is compiled automatically using 
an algorithm for automatic recognition of abbreviations in electronic texts, an algorithm for automatic lemmatization 
of Slovene expansions and an algorithm for language recognition. Slovar krajšav (Kompara 2011) includes 2,570 
Slovene and foreign abbreviations and is the first Slovene automatically compiled dictionary. One of the main 
drawbacks of the dictionary is the limited number of abbreviations included. The reversed dictionary is missing but 
an improvement is seen in the structure of the dictionary article, as it is more user-friendly and better organised.
3. The First Slovene Contemporary Dictionary of Abbreviations  
The contemporary dictionary of abbreviations has over 10,000 dictionary entries and over 30,000 meanings, as 
one abbreviation can have up to 10 different expansions. This dictionary is comparable to similar English, Italian, 
Spanish and French dictionaries of abbreviations.
3.1. The Structure of the First Contemporary Dictionary of Abbreviations
In terms of macrostructure 10,000 dictionary entries of Slovene and foreign abbreviations are included. 
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Dictionary entries are alphabetically ordered in a single dictionary article shown in Figure 1. The Slovene 
expansions, appearing in a bigger font compared to the foreign expansions, are placed at the beginning of the article; 
followed by the foreign expansions, appearing in a smaller font after the Slovene expansions.
Fig. 1. Dictionary article
Almost all Slovene and foreign expansions have subject specific qualifiers, e.g. kem. (chemistry) or alp. 
(alpinism). In cases when a term is used in two or more areas, two or more alphabetically ordered subject specific 
qualifiers are used, e.g. (fiz., kem.). In cases of general expansions, e.g. anno, no subject specific qualifiers are 
SURYLGHG7KUHHVSHFLDOJUDSKLFV\PEROVDUHXVHGLQWKHGLFWLRQDU\DUWLFOH¸GHQRWLQJDGHVFULSWLRQRIWKHH[SDQVLRQ
used in Slovene to provide additional information about the expansion (Figure 1) e.g. Cona A, or used as a 
descriptive tranVODWLRQ ZKHQ WKHUH DUH QR RIILFLDO WUDQVODWLRQV RI IRUHLJQ H[SDQVLRQV )LJXUH  Ź GHQRWLQJ D
WUDQVODWLRQDQGżGHQRWLQJDQHTXLYDOHQWDEEUHYLDWLRQLQ6ORYHQHODQJXDJH.
Fig. 2. Dictionary article
For foreign expansions an official translation or a description, in cases where there are no official translations or 
when there is a culturally specific abbreviation, is provided. As a supplement at the end of the dictionary there is a 
reversed dictionary from expansions to abbreviations, helping users to encode abbreviations. The supplement covers 
only Slovene expansions and abbreviations as the dictionary is primarily intended for Slovene users. In cases when 
an expansion has more than one equivalent abbreviation, the secondary abbreviations are placed after the expansion 
and subject specific qualifiers, separated by a semicolon, and denoted by the word “tudi” (also). However, in 
English the same procedure is followed, as seen in Figure 1. 
3.2. Problems in Compiling the First Contemporary Dictionary of Abbreviations
Before starting the compilation of the first contemporary dictionary of abbreviations a long list of issues was 
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carefully discussed. Later some of these  points were again under question; such as the decision to place in the 
dictionary article first the Slovene expansions, alphabetically ordered and after them all foreign ones, also 
alphabetically ordered; the usage of symbols; the position of language qualifiers, etc. Those were mainly smaller 
issues connected to the layout but still of crucial importance for future users.  
The main challenge in the compilation of the dictionary are the foreign non-Slovene culturally specific 
abbreviations. These have no official translations and so a descriptive explanatory translation needs to be used. Such 
cases were very frequent in English. For example, for the abbreviation AA the literal translation “nagrada 
akademije” is not used in Slovene, thus, we need to provide an explanatory translation. This usually results in over 
translation of the term. As seen from Figure 2, we add the name of the award “oskar” (the Oscar) as well as the 
location where it is awarded “ZDA” (the USA) and the explanation “najbolj prestižna filmska nagrada” (the most 
prestigious film award). For such abbreviations, we decided to include an over translation and/or a descriptive 
explanation, because we want to solve linguistic issues and help the user to find adequate information. In view of the 
method used we kept simple explanatory translations when dealing with names of airlines, e.g. AA American 
$LUOLQHVOHW¸DPHULãNDOHWDOVNDGUXåEDRUFRPSDQLHVDQGPLOLWDU\WHUPVHJ$&&DQJO$LU&RPEDW&RPPDQG
YRM¸SRYHOMVWYR]UDþQHJDERMD='$ The inclusion of additional explanations or encyclopedic data can be also 
seen in the Slovene expansion, e.g. Cona A, in Figure 1, were a detailed historical explanation is provided. Similarly 
to foreign expansions, Slovene ones that needed further explanation have also been provided with additional 
descriptions, but such cases are not very frequent. 
A special attention was given to cross references, dealt mainly manually. What to include and what not to 
include in the dictionary was a common issue. A similar dilemma was faced with the inclusion or exclusion of 
former European currencies, such as the Italian “lira” or Slovene “tolar”. Even if the currencies in some countries 
are not in common use for more than 10 years, in text corpora former currencies are still present. Hence, we decided 
to include all the former European currencies. A significant challenge was also the inclusion of Slovene expansions 
in the reversed dictionary from expansion to abbreviation.
4. Conclusion
In 2015, after almost 70 years, an important dictionary will be published in Slovenia. The first Slovene 
contemporary dictionary of abbreviations will enrich the Slovene language and Slovene lexicography, in its 
structure and content comparable to other modern dictionaries of abbreviations. As it is usually the case, the 
compilation of the first dictionary of abbreviations was a long process that during its development also resulted in 
two dictionary collections. This paper explains the long path from the first Slovene dictionary of abbreviations  
äXSDQþLþ  IROORZHG E\ WKH FROOHFWLRQ RI DEEUHYLDWLRQV 6ORYDUþHN NUDMãDY (Kompara 2006) and the 
automatically compiled dictionary Slovar krajšav (Kompara 2011), up to the compilation of the first Slovene 
contemporary dictionary of abbreviations. As seen from the description of the detailed discussion prior to 
compilation, the actual work still led to some important issues that had to be solved during the process of 
compilation. After years of hard work and important decision the dictionary compilation reached its end. The 
dictionary will be available to the users in 2015.
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